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Abstract—Many fault injection techniques have been proposed in the recent years to attack computing systems, as well as the corresponding countermeasures. Most of published attacks are limited to one or a few faults. We provide a theoretical analysis of instruction skip attacks to show how an attacker can modify an application behavior at run-time when thousands of instruction skips are possible. Our main result is that instruction skip is Turing-complete under our theoretical model while requiring the presence of only common instructions in the binary. As a consequence, we show that current software-based countermeasures are fragile. In addition, we release a modification of gem5 that implements a classical instruction skip fault model that we used for our experiments. We believe this kind of simulation tools are useful to help the community explore attacks and hardware and software countermeasures.

Index Terms—fault injection, Turing-completeness, ISA-level simulation, instruction skip

1. Introduction

Different fault injection techniques have been studied in the literature, such as causing clock or voltage glitches [2], using laser beams [33] or exploiting electromagnetic pulses [25] (EM). These techniques have been widely covered to inject a single or few faults to hijack control flow or change a register value.

Conversely, protection mechanisms, at the software level [3], [5], [26], have been proposed to protect against few faults injection. At the hardware level, protections [1], [21], [38] have been proposed as well, but they may not always be present for on-the-shelf hardware.

Thanks to all the studies, a better understanding has been reached and lots of attacks have been proposed [4], [11], [20], [22], [24], [29].

Fault injection is used to achieve two objectives: corrupt instructions or corrupt data. These are not exclusive and an attacker might be able to do both. This paper focuses on the first objective: instruction corruption. More specifically, we focus on instruction skip, i.e., the possibility to skip the entire execution of an instruction at run-time. This is what we call a NOP-oriented programming.

Recent work shows that it is possible to inject multiple faults while keeping the target program in a non-crashed state [9]. In this paper, we propose a theoretical analysis where a large amount of precise and reliable fault injection is possible and explore the consequences of this assumption. This includes the ability to impact any given instruction (determined by the exact clock cycle at which the fault shall occur), and to induce the fault at any CPU frequency. In particular, we consider bursts of faults where hundreds of cycles can be impacted.

In such a situation, new questions arise: i) What would be the possibilities for attackers with multiple fault injection? ii) Are existing protections still effective? iii) If not, how to protect our systems against these attacks?

To study these questions, this paper makes the following contributions:

• a theoretical analysis of the security threats with multiple instruction skip which shows the Turing-completeness of our theoretical model;
• a modified version of gem5 to verify the previous analysis and allows exploring new possibilities through simulation.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 details previous related work. Section 3 proposes a theoretical analysis of instruction skip, Section 4 presents a simulator which implements an instruction skip fault model. Experimental results from simulations are presented in Section 5. We discuss our study in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.

2. Related work

In this paper, we consider a fault model where an attacker is able to entirely skip a specific instruction or a set of specific instructions [19], [20], [22]. Previous work has demonstrated the feasibility of skipping a single instruction with different injection types such as electromagnetic [25] (EM), laser [33] or clock [2] and voltage glitches [37]. Skipping an instruction can be achieved by several means: i) alter the bits of the opcode and substitute the executed instruction by another one without side-effect (considered as a nop) [25]; ii) modify the Program Counter (PC) [35]; iii) target the instruction buffer [31].

All of these works target embedded systems. Recent publications show an on-going trend to put the effort on high-performance system-on-chips (SoC). Majeric et al. [24] demonstrate the feasibility of EM injection on a
Cortex-A9 co-processor dedicated to AES. They identified the most sensitive area to injection and are able to produce different faults to obtain information from the co-processor. Proy et al. [29] tackle SoC security with a more theoretical approach. They study the effect of EM pulse injection on the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) of the ARM Cortex-A9 and propose a fault model.

Different countermeasures have been proposed to detect, avoid and correct these attacks. They are applied at software [6] or hardware [38] level, or both. One of the most used mechanism is redundancy [3], implemented at different levels: function or instruction. In the former, a block of instructions (i.e., a complete function) is executed twice and the results are compared. If the results are the same, the execution is considered as safe. In the latter, granularity is at the instruction level. Each instruction is executed twice, or $n$ times [27, 30]. It has been completed by the concept of idempotent instruction developed by Moro et al. [26] and completed by Barry et al. [5]. An idempotent instruction is an instruction that does not modify its input registers. Hence, this instruction can be repeated $n$-times without side effect. These proposals prevent an attacker from injecting a fault at specific instruction since they have to target multiple instruction at the same time. However, it has been proven not secure and the source of information leakage for side-channel attack [13]. Another possibility is to detect timing faults [1, 21, 39] or clock/power glitches [38] by adding new hardware.

However, despite a large effort from the community, it has been shown that the injection of multiple faults at a very precise point during the execution with the desirable effect still requires a very expensive setup [4] or has a low rate of success [9]. Moreover, keeping the processor on a non-faulty state is a challenging task [22, 36]. Thus, this has long been considered as a non-realistic fault model. Nonetheless, we believe this could be achieved in a near future with lower requirements and we advocate for a theoretical approach to analyse the possibilities of these attacks. This work proposes such an analysis. We consider a fault model where the attacker can skip a high number of instructions without side-effects and explore the theoretical possibilities of such a feature. Moreover, we explore its feasibility through the use of a the gem5 [8] simulator.

3. Potential of Many-Fault Attacks

In this section, we propose a theoretical analysis of the potential of many-fault attacks. All actual practical limitations such as the number of faults that can be injected, their injection at the correct location, or their effects like replay of instructions [31] or data corruption are ignored to focus on the possibilities given to the attacker.

Assumptions concerning the fault model for the theoretical analysis are provided in 3.1 followed by the program alterations that can be derived from this threat model in 3.2. A proof that NOP-Oriented Programming is Turing-complete under these assumptions is then detailed in 3.3. Finally, some uses cases are discussed in 3.4.

### 3.1. Assumptions

For the theoretical analysis of multiple faults injection, the following is assumed. A fault injection at run-time cancels the execution of any possible instruction, practically replacing it by a nop. An infinite number of nop injections is assumed to be possible during program execution.

Concerning the application subject to such an attack, it is assumed that common assembly instructions (i.e. load, store, move, add, sub, mult) are present in the binary, and the application is bug free. In particular, we do not require the presence of vulnerabilities, such as buffer overflow or fault activated backdoor.

3.2. Application behavior modifications

In this part, we describe some program modifications that can be achieved by multiple nop injection. All the presented modifications were tested on a STM32F100RB board running the ARM instruction set. For the sake of simplicity, we directly modified the source code of applications at assembly level and replaced selected instructions by nops. This is more restrictive (i.e. less powerful) than an attack at run-time: in our setup all instances of such instructions become nops, while a real attacker would have the liberty to cancel only selected instances (such as selected iterations of a loop), thus generating even more diverse instruction sequences.

**Modification 1. Hijacking the Control Flow Graph**

This modification for single nop injection has been previously studied by Bukasa et al. [11] to perform control flow hijacking or fault activated backdoor. With multiple nop injection, any instruction that can be reached from a program point $p$ can be executed immediately after $p$. The executable instructions are all the instructions that have an address higher than or equal to the reachable instruction with the smallest address. This can be done thanks to the fact that:

- each instruction can be executed or not;
- edges can be added to the control flow graph between each jump instruction (branch, call, return) and the instruction immediately following the jump in the binary, as illustrated in Figure 1.

In other words, all control-transfer instructions become conditional (including function returns).

Notice that, in some situations depending on the layout and/or the presence of special functions, like handlers that implement a software reset, any instruction in the binary can be reached from nearly any program point. Furthermore, faulting specific instructions like push and pop make it possible to control the stack pointer. Finally, pure software protections can be simply skipped, including hardened code [28] or Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [10], [32] protections.

**Modification 2. Altering the number of loop iterations**

Each loop trip count can be altered from 0 to infinite. This modification is a direct extension of modification 1. Reducing the number of iterations can be done by two ways:

- replacing the entire loop body by nop instructions;
- replacing the (un)conditional branch instruction by a nop.

On the opposite side, the number of iterations can be increased by:
Figure 1. Example of a control flow graph with edges added with the NOP injections

- replacing the compare instruction by a nop. In that case, the condition flags may have to be set before the conditional branch to ensure that the branch is taken;
- or
- replacing the instructions that control the loop condition by nops. Example:

```
label:
    ...
    ccr, #0 // nop instead
    cmp r, #0
    bne label // branch if not equal
```

In this case, register $r$ cannot be used by the nop injection attack, except if it is possible to ensure that the condition to leave the loop returns false. In the previous example, to use $r$, it is mandatory to ensure that $r$ is always different from 0 to stay in the loop.

Note that, bare metal applications for embedded devices are generally composed of at least a main infinite loop (after initialization).

**Modification 3. Write any possible values in a register**

To be able to set any value in a register $r$, the binary must have a set of instructions that modify $r$ in a way that any possible values can be computed by executing these instructions multiple times, and it is possible to control the number of times they are executed (inside a loop subject to modification 2 for instance). The other instructions that modify $r$ are replaced by nops. Example:

```
loop:
    ...
    mov r, #0 // executed only once, then skipped
    add r, #1
    b loop // jump
```

Note that, a load instruction to $r$ from a memory location that can be affected by an input function provides the same effect.

**Modification 4. Write any possible values in a set of registers $R$**

This modification is an extension of the previous modification 3:

- modification 3 can be applied on each register $r \in R$;
- or
- after setting register $r \in R$ to a targeted value, the program has reachable instructions to copy the content of register $r$ to $r' \in R$.

Example 1:

```
mov r', r
```

Example 2:

```
store r, @
load r', @
```

**Modification 5. Load/Store any possible values in/from register $r$**

For this modification, we assume that the binary has a reachable instruction to load/store a value in register $r$ from/to the address contained in register $r'$. The memory location must have readable (respectively writable) permission for the load (respectively store).

For the load case, modification 3 is needed to set $r'$ to a targeted address. For the store, modification 4 is needed to set $r'$ to a targeted address and $r$ to a targeted value.

Note that, for the store instruction, this modification allows to change the stack content and thus allows Return-Oriented Programming attack. Furthermore, new binary instructions can be generated and stored in RAM to be executed later. In some cases, it can be stored in Flash or NVRAM to alter permanently the original application.

**Modification 6. Jump to any address with execute permission**

This last modification allows to jump directly to any addresses with execute permission thanks to modification 3 that can set register $r$ to a targeted address and the presence of a reachable instruction to jump to it. Example 1:

```
blx r
```

Example 2:

```
push r
pop pc
```

Note that, combined with modification 5, it is possible in some cases to generate binary code in RAM and jump to it.

To summarize all these modifications, Table 1 provides the direct dependencies between the modifications and shows some examples of attacks when the modifications are available. It can be noticed that modifications 1, 3 and 4 are keys to perform others modifications.

### 3.3. NOP-Oriented Programming is Turing-complete

As generally assumed to prove that a language is Turing-complete, we only focus on the computation part, and ignore the output function. It can be noticed that the input function is not mandatory in our case.

Based on the modifications of the previous section, it is obvious that multiple nop injection is Turing-complete in some specific cases with the Return-Oriented Programming equivalence (modification 5) or the possibility to
generate new binary instructions in RAM (modification 5) and jump to it (modification 6).

This intuition can be generalized in case the following modifications are available:
- modification 4 for few (at least three\(^1\)) registers
- modification 5 for these registers
- the binary has instructions that can be used to perform NAND operations on these registers
  - and and not
  - multiplication and subtraction
  - ...  
- all of these are available in a loop that can be possibly created by nop injection and subject to modification 2.

**Proof.** With these modifications it is possible to:
- store 0/1 values in any memory location an infinite number of time;
- load values from any possible memory location an infinite number of time.

Furthermore, the NAND operation is known for its property of functional completeness. In particular, AND, OR, XOR and NOT operations can be computed only with NAND operations. So the following boolean expression \((p \land q) \lor (\neg p \lor q)\), that correspond to the Rule 110 cellular automaton which is known to be Turing-complete [14], [15], can be computed.

Another possibility to prove that it is Turing-complete would be to use the method proposed in [18] based on move instructions. This approach will require move, load, store and jump instructions and the same modifications but will avoid the need of NAND operations.

### 3.4. More realistic use-cases

The previous section focuses on purely theoretical aspects that require potentially a huge amount of fault injection to create an attack. In the following, we present some use-cases that require a reasonable amount of nops, and that have been tested on real hardware (STM32F100RB and STM32F3030RE) by inserting nops at the assembly level. The applications are compiled with the default flags provided by STM32CubeMX. We rely on the hardware abstraction layer (HAL) provided by the STM32 API, which is widely used to program such systems. Our analysis applies to all applications based on this API or similar APIs with the same functionalities.

#### Dump part of the firmware or data.
For this use case, we modify only the function `HAL_UART_Transmit()` to be able to dump pieces of code (in binary) or some data. This function has four parameters: the address to the UART handler, the address of the information to transmit, the size in bytes of the information, and a timeout. They are all passed by registers, in our case r0 to r3.

By changing the parameters (i.e. performing a nop when the parameter is set) before the call, the address of the information or its size can be altered to transmit more information and from a different location in the application binary. Furthermore, inside the function `HAL_UART_Transmit()`, a loop is used to countdown the number of transmitted bytes. By applying modification 2, the number of transmitted bytes can be increased.

**Dump a key.** Let us assume that we have an application that transmits encrypted information as follows:

```plaintext
Encrypt(key, plaintext, ciphertext)
HAL_UART_Transmit(uart, ciphertext, size, timeout)
```

which corresponds to the following code at the pseudo assembly level:

```plaintext
mov r0, @key
mov r1, @plaintext
mov r2, @ciphertext
call Encrypt
mov r0, @uart
mov r1, @ciphertext
mov r2, size
mov r3, timeout
call HAL_UART_Transmit
```

If inside the function `Encrypt()` (or any reachable instructions from this function) there is a way to transfer the content of register r0 to r1 (mov r1, r0 for instance), we can nop all the instructions that affect the content of r0 before the transfer, all the instructions that affect r1 after the transfer including line 6. In that situation, the key address will be transmitted instead of the ciphertext address to the `HAL_UART_Transmit()` function. It can be noticed that if the register used for the key address in function `Encrypt()` is the same as the register used for ciphertext address in function `HAL_UART_Transmit()` only two nops are needed: one for line 4 and the other one for line 6.

**Load custom code in RAM and execute it.**
For the last use-case, we attack the function `HAL_UART_Receive()` and we assume that the provided input can be controlled by the attacker. The signature of function `HAL_UART_Receive()` is very similar to `HAL_UART_Transmit()` except that the second parameter is the address where to store the received data.

To be able to load enough binary code in RAM, the loop inside `HAL_UART_Receive()` that counts down the number of received bytes is altered by applying modification 2.
To test that attack, we loaded two handwritten binaries: (i) one that performs a classical Hello World! that is able to call functions in the original binary and (ii) a loader that can be used once activated to load new binaries in RAM and then execute it like the Hello World!.

For handwritten binary code to be able to execute in RAM, all addresses have to be hard-coded and thus it strongly depends on the application layout. Especially in our case for the addresses of functions HAL_UART_Transmit() and HAL_UART_Receive() as well as the address of the UART descriptor. Note that, to write data (i.e. the binary code) in RAM, addresses are not protected on our STM32 boards. This allows a certain degree of liberty for its location. However, we have to be careful not overwrite useful data, in our case the UART descriptor.

For testing purpose, we use a hard-coded instruction with the correct address to jump to the correct location in RAM. This can be achieved by a pop (pc) instruction or a bix e instruction.

In case the board like the STM32F3030RE has a memory protection unit to forbid execution from addresses in RAM, there are several ways to deactivate it, the simplest one is to inject nops during its activation.

To go one step further, and to take into account more realistic fault injection models and help defining protections against such kind of attacks, we detail a modified version of gem5 in the next section.

### 4. Simulation setup

We propose a modification of the gem5 simulator [8] to simulate attacks, explore its possibilities and propose countermeasures. This modified version of gem5 is available online², gem5 is a widely used simulator in the micro-architecture community, supported by large company like Google, ARM or AMD and known for its accuracy [12]. gem5 is open-source and is strongly object oriented, which facilitates any modification of the code.

#### 4.1. Fault model

We consider a fault model where an instruction is not strictly replaced by a nop. Instead, we repeat the instruction before the one we want to skip. This model is similar to what Riviere et al. [31] experienced. The main difference here is the number of repeated instructions. Riviere et al. repeat the last four instructions. In their setup, the instruction buffer has a capacity of 128 bits and 32 bits are used per instruction. Thus, it keeps in memory the last four instructions.

Considering the code in Listing 1, one expects a result of 6 in r0 at the end of the sequence. If we attack instruction on line 3, the result in r0 is 3, since instruction one line 2 is executed twice.

```
mov r0, #0
add r0, r0, #1
// skip here
add r0, r0, #1
```

Listing 1. Addition in ARM assembler, attack is on instruction 3

### 4.2. Usage and limitations

We modified the gem5 source code and created the NopsSimpleCPU based on the TimingSimpleCPU. We added a command-line option that takes a file in argument: --nops-file. This file contains a list of physical addresses with specific actions to do: skip or execute. To do so, the fetch() method is overridden. Before sending a request for instruction I to the memory, the CPU checks if there is an action related to this address, and acts accordingly. In case of a skip, no request is sent, but the CPU state is advanced as usual, especially the program counter.

Instructions, specified by physical addresses in the configuration file, can be:

a) skipped each time
b) skipped a given number of time
c) executed a given number of time
d) a combination of b and c

These options, specified in the input file, are set using this template: addr s:X e:Y . . . Several examples are given in Listing 2. The first line of the configuration file defines the address where the attack begins. No instruction is skipped until this address is executed N times, N specified on the same line than the address.

---

1. add r0, r0, #0
2. add r0, r0, #1
3. // skip here
4. add r0, r0, #1

Listing 1. Addition in ARM assembler, attack is on instruction 3

2. https://gitlab.inria.fr/gem5-nop/gem5

---

In terms of micro-architecture, we target fetch requests. Figure 2 depicts a normal situation in the pipeline. The fetch stage initiates a fetch request (step 1) to the memory if the next instruction is not in the instruction buffer. Then, the instruction is loaded from the memory to the instruction buffer (step 2) and copied to the FIFO between the fetch and decode stages (step 3). Then, the decode stage reads the FIFO and executes the instruction.

In this work, we consider an instruction buffer of size 1. Hence, at each cycle, the core needs to fetch the instruction from the memory to the instruction buffer. At cycle $T$, the instruction buffer contains instruction $I$. By preventing step 1 at cycle $T + 1$, we avoid step 2 which erases the content of the instruction buffer. This means that the instruction buffer stills contains instruction $I$ at $T + 1$, instead of instruction $I + 1$. As a consequence, instruction $I$ is executed at cycle $T + 1$. However, we do increment the PC to fetch instruction $I + 2$ at cycle $T + 2$.

It is important to mention that attacks on instruction buffer only works with fixed-size instruction set, e.g. RISC architectures. Regarding side-effects of repeated instructions, they are not important for the attacker if these side-effects do not alter the ongoing attack.

---

![Functional view of the fetch and decode stages](image)

**Figure 2.** Functional view of the fetch and decode stages
Listing 2: Example of how to use the nop feature

As shown in Listing 2, the simulator starts to skip instructions when address 0x10528 is executed once. Line 5 gives an example of a combination of skip and execute. The instruction at address 0x10660 is skipped once, executed 10 times, skipped 2 times then always executed.

In the future, we plan to extend this fault model to a more precise CPU model provided in gem5. This would have two major benefits: a) a configurable size for the instruction buffer to study the impact of more replayed instructions; b) a more detailed pipeline model to assess effects of the replay in this part of the core. Providing a more realistic simulation tool would allow researchers to study and propose countermeasures against an attacker with a capability of large instruction skip.

5. Experimental results

In this section, we propose to apply two use-cases mentioned in Section 3.4: i) a dump of the key used in an encryption process, e.g. AES algorithm, and ii) generating custom data in memory. The first use-case is derived into five different attacks.

Note that this work is independent of the encryption algorithm. We do not demonstrate an attack on AES specifically, it has been well covered elsewhere [4], [7], [23], [34]. Our proposal is generic and can be applied to any sort of code, depending on the presence of the basic set of assembly instructions required (see Section 3). In order to illustrate this generic process, the AES encryption function is named Encrypt() in the rest of this paper.

In this study, we consider a white box model where the attacker has access to the source code to insert a trigger to synchronize the attack. Synchronization issues or source code access are out of the scope in this work. In gem5, the trigger is the address defined on the first line of the configuration file. Source code in C are compiled with the following flags: -static -O0 -fno-builtins. The static flag is due to gem5 which cannot execute non-static programs without a Linux layer. Disabling optimisation through -O0 is a common practice in terms of security. Since security is not defined by the language standard, compiler optimizations will attempt to eliminate redundancies and tend to remove security checks [17].

5.1. Dump of a secret key

We propose five different versions of this use-case. The first two are easy to patch by the compiler while the third are more sophisticated.

Naive implementation. This attack is based on modification 3 defined in Section 3.2, i.e., the possibility to write any value in a register.

Consider the C code and its equivalent in assembler, respectively depicted in Listings 3 and 4. The address of key is loaded into r1 before calling Encrypt(). After the call, printf() uses r1 as the register which contains the address of the buffer to print. By skipping instructions at addresses 0x105a0 and 0x105a4, we are able to print the key in the standard output instead of the cipher. Note that skipping those two instructions means repeating the instruction at address 0x105a2 two times more (three times in total). However, this repetition has no side-effect on the program execution. Hence, only two nop are required to retrieve the key.

Use the program layout. This attack is based on modification 1 and modification 3 defined in Section 3.2, respectively the CFG hijacking and the possibility to write any value in a register. It remains an easy-to-fix attack in the compiler.

In this use-case, we consider the same functions as presented in Listing 3, but the key parameter is the third parameter. Hence, its address is stored in register r2 before calling Encrypt(). To retrieve the key, an attacker needs to move the content of r2 into r1. One could see this change as a simple countermeasure regarding the previous attack. Moreover, the program layout is as described by Listing 5, e.g., the Encrypt() function is located ahead of the main() function.

A partial dump of the Encrypt() functions is shown on Listing 5. One observes that r2, the address of the key, is stored on the stack at sp+4. This store is almost immediately followed by a load of this address into register r1. To print the key, we do a contiguous burst of nop, from the Encrypt() function to the main() function. In our setup, this burst goes from 0x10544 to 0x11494 included. This represents 981 nop, or, 981 repetition of load instruction at 0x10540.

Note that we choose to do a burst for the sake of simplicity. For a less invasive attack, one has to skip only the instructions that modify register r1 and the Encrypt() return. This strategy of burst is re-used for the following use-cases.

Use an handler function. The attack relies on the existence of at least one handler function like abort() or exit() located at the beginning of the program, or at least before the main() function. It is based on modification 1 and modification 3. Compared to a real use-case on the STM32 board, it is equivalent to inject a fault that generates a call to HardFault_Handler(), which resets the board and invokes the main() function. Moreover, we consider a layout described in Listing 6, i.e., where the main() function comes before Encrypt() This layout ensure minimal protection regarding of the previous use-case. We assume the order of the arguments as in the previous example: cipher, plaintext and key. The
Objective is identical: move the address of the key from r2 to r1, then find a way to the printf() call in the main() function.

To reach this goal, we use the same sequence of instructions in Encrypt(), as in the previous example to move the key address from r2 to r1 (step 1). Note that addresses are different in Listing 6 and Listing 5 due to a different layout. Then, we initiate a burst of 1601 nop to reach address 0x11ef4 (step 2). As shown in Listing 6, this address corresponds to a branch to the abort() function (step 3). In terms of physical addresses, this function is located ahead of the main() function. After, we initiate a second burst of nop from this point to reach the call to the printf() function in the main() (step 4). This burst is composed of 269 nop.

Generic attack. This example illustrates the usage of modification 1 and modification 4, i.e., CFG hijacking, the ability to write any value in a set of registers and no other assumptions. Listing 7 shows the relevant part of the code and the scenario of the attack.

From main(), the application jumps to Encrypt() with the address of the secret key stored in r2. This address is then stored at sp+4 (0x105dc) and loaded into r1 (0x105e4). After the execution of this instruction, we initiate a first burst of 581 nop to execute the instruction at 0x10efc: str r1, [sp, #8]. At this point, we have successfully transferred the address of the key from r2 to r1, and then stored this address at sp+8.

We then initiate a second burst of 39 nop to reach the last instruction of the F() function: bx lr. The execution of this instruction triggers a return to the main, which continues its execution normally. Arguments for printf() are prepared and the buffer address to print is loaded from sp+8, which now contains the address of the key.

Note that purpose of the F() function is not important. The objective is to reach the following instructions: str r1, [sp, #8], and bx lr. These instructions are commonly used by the compiler. Hence, our attack does not rely on this particular implementation.

Another generic attack. In the previous example, we retrieve the key by calling the Encrypt() function and use an appropriate instruction. In this case, we show that it is still possible to retrieve the key without starting the encryption process. The attack is described in Listing 8.

First, we skip the call to Encrypt() in the main to reach printf(). At this point, r0 contains the address of the string format required by printf(). One observes on line 8 that loading the right address into r0 is pc-relative. Therefore, it is not possible to skip this call to printf(). Moreover, we have to avoid any modification of r0 from now until the end of the attack.

The next objective is to move the address of the key from r2 to r1. A first burst of 18 nop is initiated to reach instruction bx lr at the end of printf(). The execution of this instruction modifies the program counter to 0x105ac, i.e., the next instruction after the branch. Then, we start a second burst of 22 nop from 0x105b0 to 0x10604 and execute the instruction mov r1, r2.

From this point, register r1 contains the memory...
address of the key. The last step is to reach the `printf()` function by using a large burst of 7566 nop. When the program counter is at 0x17c44, we stop the burst and retrieve the key.

5.2. Generate custom data in memory

This use-case illustrates the third example presented in Section 3.4, i.e., the code injection and execution. However, this illustration slightly differs from the example: we do not load code but generate directly data in memory. This is mainly due to gem5 that prevents user to execute code from memory. Still, the idea is identical and has been successfully tested on the STM32F3030RE and STM32F100RB boards.

The base code remains the same as in the previous use-case: an encryption and a print of the ciphertext. For reading-ease, we only show executed instructions. The full implementation of the code is shown on Listing 9. For other characters. When it is done, call the `printf()` function with the correct parameters.

Implementation. The code is shown on Listing 9. For reading-ease, we only show executed instructions. The full and detailed attack is provided with the source of our modified version of gem5. Below, we describe how each step of the previous section is implemented.

**Step 1:** the loop goes from 0x10628 to 0x106b0. The cmp instruction before the branch is never executed, except at the last iteration to exit the loop.

**Step 2:** we control register r3 through the add instruction at 0x106a0. This instruction is executed at each iteration of the loop. We also control r2 with instruction load at 0x1067c.

**Step 3:** iterate over the loop until register r3 contains the memory address where data will be stored. Moreover, when r3 contains the appropriate ASCII value, e.g., 72 for 'H', execute the load instruction at 0x1067c.

**Step 4:** execute the cmp instruction at 0x106ac to set comparison flags to their appropriate values. Then, the following branch is not taken and the loop is over. We skip few instructions at the end of the loop to reach a branch to function G(). In G(), all instructions are skipped except (i) the first and last one that manipulate the stack and (ii) the store instruction strb r2, [r3] which uses our two controlled registers. We execute the store, exit function G(), return to Encrypt() and then return to main().

**Step 5:** to loop into the Encrypt() function, we use an infinite loop in the main. As mentioned before, bare metal applications for embedded devices are generally

Listing 9. Main loop hijacked to generate memory addresses and characters to print Hello World!

where the generated data will be stored in the second register. In our example it corresponds to the address of the ciphertext.

4) exit the loop and find a `store` instruction that uses the two controlled registers and execute it.
5) return to the controlled loop and repeat the process for other characters. When it is done, call the `printf()` function with the correct parameters.
composed of at least a main infinite loop. Note that reaching the `main()` function could be achieved by using the handler technique used in Section 5.1. We repeat this process 12 times to write all the characters from the `Hello World!` string. To keep the control of the loop in `Encrypt()` between two calls, we reset the comparison flags by executing once the compare instruction at `0x10638`. Calls to `printf()` in the main function are always skipped, except when the `Hello World!` string has been fully generated in memory.

As previously said, this method works to write a single byte in memory. This is specific to instructions available in `Encrypt()`. A store on 4 bytes instead of 1 would have simplified the process. More optimized versions are possible but not presented in this work.

6. Discussion

In this paper, we consider a scenario where an attacker is able to inject a large number of faults in a precise way.

In Section 3, we detailed some modifications of the application behavior that an attacker can combine to perform attacks. Our main result is that it is Turing-complete under our theoretical model while requiring only very common instructions that are present in most binaries. In other words, it means that an attacker will only have to select among available instructions to execute what they want to execute.

Our theoretical fault model proposed in Section 3 does not reflect the one experienced by Riviere et al. [31]. In Section 4, we present an instruction skip fault model implemented in the NopsSimpleCPU model of the gem5 simulator. With this model, we are able to skip a single instruction by repeating the previous one. Using gem5, we show in Section 5 that it is possible to perform similar attacks as Riviere et al. and even more sophisticated ones. We believe that without appropriate protections, most of the theoretical attacks are implementable on realistic models, as long as enough injections are available.

Concerning software protections, based on modification 1, it is possible to skip theoretically any instruction, especially those that are added to check the application behavior. Thus, most if not all, existing protection techniques can be in theory skipped. In practice, the possibilities to skip specific instructions may be affected by countermeasure that randomize timing [16] or physical limitation (e.g., a delay between two electromagnetic pulses). This would limit the range of attacks that can realistically be performed. Countermeasures are part of our ongoing work that we plan to investigate on our modified version of gem5. We also plan to build an experimental setup for large instruction skip to experimentally assess the viability of the theoretical model presented in this paper.

Concerning existing hardware protections, they are not always present for on-the-shelf hardware. Even though there exist hardware protections against instruction skip, there is still room to provide new low-cost hardware protections, possibly relying on pieces of software. We plan to upgrade our modified version of gem5 to provide a framework with more detailed micro-architecture to investigate new hardware protection mechanisms as well as combined hardware and software protections.

7. Conclusion

Fault injection is a powerful way to attack embedded devices directly at hardware level. Even if the number of faults usually considered for an attack is low, we believe this limit will be overcome soon. Future attacks will consist in a large number of precise fault injections. As seen in Section 3, this provides numerous ways to exploit an existing code at run-time. This NOP-oriented programming has been shown Turing-complete and realistic use-cases based on the STM32 API have been presented. In particular, attacks to dump crypto-key and part of the firmware have been proposed.

In Section 4, an extension of the gem5 simulator that models the NOP-oriented programming has been proposed. Using one of the classic fault models of the literature, realistic use-cases of attacks on cryptographic algorithms and data injection have been presented in Section 5. In these cases, bursts of few hundreds faults have been considered. Such kind of burst allows the attacker to skip large parts of the code, modify registers content and control the execution flow of the program.

Finally, we expose in Section 6 the weakness of software countermeasures as NOP-oriented programming can theoretically bypass them. Hardware countermeasures could be a lead but are rarely taken into account in mainstream systems due to cost and complexity.

Future work will consider building an experimental platform to i) reproduce the fault model experienced by Riviere et al. and ii) extend this model to a NOP-oriented programming, i.e., being able to precisely inject hundred of faults to skip instructions. Moreover, improvements on the simulator can be implemented such as a more complex micro-architecture for the CPU and a more accurate description of other physical effects. Finally, the flexibility of the simulator will be used to investigate and propose countermeasures.
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